GrandeTile

Durable
Manufactured from industrial-grade .032” aluminum
alloy, GrandeTile offers wind and weather resistance

      
which is prone to cracking and chipping, GrandeTile
resists the rigors of aging and stays corrosion-resistant.
Even cut edges will not rust. And, the baked-on coating
resists fade and degradation better than any other
coating available today.

Low Weight
Tile roofs can weigh up to 2000 pounds per 100 square
feet. Even “low weight” tiles far exceed 500 pounds.
Fiberglass shingles weigh from 275 to 450 pounds.
This weight places strain on your home, and poses
              
GrandeTile weighs under 75 pounds per square.

Energy Efficient
GrandeTile’s Kynar 500® or Hylar 5000®  
             
proprietary hI-R®          
buildings naturally cooler. Homeowners report energy
savings of up to 20% and more, thanks to reduced air
conditioning loads. GrandeTile’s unique design also
includes an integral air gap as a thermal break, further
helping to prevent warm weather heat transfer into
your home and attic.
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their personal sense of style. They are also thinking
about the long-term for their homes, looking for
building materials that will last, add value, and save
energy. GrandeTile does all of these things.
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Panel Sizes

Timeless Distinction

GrandeTile is available in one and two-course modular or
full-length panels, custom-crafted to meet the rafter lengths
of your roof.

Color Options

Few roofs evoke such emotion as barrel
tile roofs. Whether the setting is historic,
contemporary, or ancient – Mediterranean,

coral blue

forest green

gallery blue

tropical, desert, or even savannah, tile roofs
provide distinction to highlight buildings
and provide memorable charm. GrandeTile
provides this look along with the proven
and popular benefits of metal roofing.
Mission clay

 

mustang brown

       

Warranty
GrandeTile features a non-pro-rated Lifetime / 40 Year
Limited Warranty, transferable to all future owners. This
valuable warranty includes fade and chalk coverage.

Drain Channel

regal white

slate gray

terra red

*Actual color may differ. Ask your independent dealer for true color samples.

ThermoBond Coating
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additional layer of PVDF powder coating on top
of the product’s initial Kynar 500® or Hylar 5000®


GrandeTile includes a patented drain channel. Hidden in
the overlap between neighboring panels, the drain channel
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driven rain and snow storms. This redundant protection
ensures the weathertightness and long life of your roof.
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as a distinctive and inviting texture to make
GrandeTile look naturally weathered, further
enhancing its beauty.

